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Where should I go if…
First Stop Second Stop Third Stop

I’m unhappy with a grade on my
test

To the teacher to try and work it
out respectfully with him/her

If I’m having trouble
talking to the teacher,
Mrs. Singfer

I’m really frustrated
about the grade and
want to talk to
someone about that,
my Grade Advisor or
Rabbi Pomper

I’m having a chromebook issue The classroom teacher when
you encounter the issue

Rabbi Pomper

I’m feeling anxious about
homework/quizzes/test

To the teacher for the specific
subject you are feeling this way

I am feeling this way
about most subjects,
Mrs. Singfer

There is an emergency (meaning
somebody is hurt or about to get
hurt)

The first adult you see

I don’t feel well The nurse If the nurse isn’t there,
go to the front office.

I’m having trouble with something
a teacher is doing

I can go to my Grade Advisor,
or Rabbi Pomper. The purpose
of this conversation is to figure
out how to communicate with
the teacher in a respectful way.

Speak to the teacher
respectfully

If this doesn’t help,
circle back to your
Grade Advisor or
Rabbi Pomper

There is a bullying issue Rabbi Pomper or your Grade
Advisor

I have a constructive thought
about improving school
experience

Rabbi Pomper or Mrs. Singfer

I have an idea for a program, or a
thought about how to improve
student programming

Rabbi Pomper or your G.O.
representative



Who is…
● Middle School Assistant Principal…..Rabbi Pomper

● Director of Student Affairs…………….Mrs Singfer

● The Front Office……………….……...Mrs. Kadosh

● Grade Advisor for 6th…………….….Mrs. Singfer

● Grade Advisor for 7th………………..Rabbi Pietruszka

● Grade Advisor for 8th.……………….Rabbi Victor

● To be able to problem solve most efficiently, it is best to only speak with one adult at a time (For

example, if you tell your teacher that you are frustrated about a bad grade on a test, it is not

necessary to make meetings with Mrs Singfer at the same time.)

● In general, the best way to get a meeting with your grade advisor,teacher, or any administrator  is

to send an email the night before. If something comes up during the school day, you can feel free

to stop by, but if he/she is occupied, you must go back to class.

● How do I speak to a teacher respectfully?

1. Stop and check if the teacher seems to be available. Avoid interrupting if he/she is

speaking with someone else.

2. Ask if the teacher has a minute to speak to you - “Excuse me, is now a good time? I have

something I was hoping to speak to you about.”

3. Explain the issue in a calm fashion - “I wasn’t talking in class, but I think you may have

thought I was because the boys around me were all talking. I saw you mark some people

down and now I feel worried about that.”

4. Listen to the response without interrupting.

5. If you disagree with the response, you can consult with Rabbi Pomper about next steps.

Staying in the conversation and arguing with the teacher will not be constructive.

● You are a FANTASTIC group of boys and we are all here to help you succeed and grow!


